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I. Introduction:
Closing the Campus Wage Gap

U

their employees. A college or university should not do
business with a corporation where the contracted
employee has little or no economic security due to low
wages and lack of benefits.
A college or university should NOT be a corpora-

nderneath the glare of the skyrocket stock market economy and all of the accompanying
proclamations of general prosperity, lies an
economy that is not working well for the majority of
working people. For the bottom half of the wage earning population, income has seen little or no
growth in the past 20 years. Meanwhile, the
top 5 percent of households have seen their
income rise dramatically, doubling in some
cases.
The “pay ratio” between top executives
and the average worker at corporations is
widening, with CEOs being given more and
more outlandish pay packages while the
average worker has to work longer to just
make ends meet. In 1998, the average CEO
made 419 times what the average worker
made, compared with 42 times in 1980.
There is a fundamental unfairness about an
economy that bestows extraordinary
rewards on a privileged few while the great
majority of hard working people fail to have living wages
and basic economic security.
Earnings disparities of this kind are antithetical to
the public purpose of colleges and universities. A college
or university that pays its presidents and chancellors well
should also work to ensure that its secretaries,
groundskeepers, and kitchen and facilities workers are
paid well. A college or university should not contract
out services with corporations that unfairly compensate

tion where the administrators are the executives, professors are the tools, students are the products and low
wage workers are the expendable fuel that makes it all
possible. All employees on the campus contribute to the
creation of an environment where learning and education can take place, and all should be fairly compensated for their contribution.
Living wage activism can take many forms, from
helping pass a municipal living wage ordinance, to get3

ting all workers employed by your college or university
or its contractors up to a living wage, to getting your college or university's assets invested responsibly in companies that strive to pay a living wage.
Municipalities around the nation are experiencing a
surge of activism around wage fairness and closing the
wage gap. Campuses have always played an important
role in movements for social and economic justice, and
it is only fitting that students take the campaign for a
living wage to their campuses.

It is in this spirit that this organizing tool for campus activists was created. Use it as a starting point for
your group's work on an issue that is inspiring activists
across the nation. Take what has been included and
modify it to suit the needs of your particular struggle.
Most importantly, share your experiences with other
activists working on this issue. By sharing our experiences, and learning from the experiences of others, we
become better and more effective activists and take one
more step towards reaching economic justice.
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II. Background:
The Living Wage Movement

T

Certain fundamental economic realities surround
and drive the living wage movement. The declining purchasing power of the minimum wage is foremost among
them. The current federal minimum wage of $5.15 an
hour has much less purchasing power than it did at its

he passage in 1994 of Baltimore’s living wage
ordinance sparked a movement for economic
democracy that is currently sweeping the nation.
This movement is uniting labor, community organizations, religious groups and others in an effort to see that
our nation’s most vulnerable are not left out
of the “booming economy.” Since 1994, living wage activists have won grassroots victories across the nation.
Municipal living wage campaigns
demand that companies receiving public
money create jobs that pay a living wage,
preventing tax dollars from being used to
pay poverty-level wages for hard working
families. Even in this economy, many working families are still living in poverty.
Ensuring that public funds go toward creating living wage jobs is a step towards closing
the gap between those who are enjoying the
fruits of the current economy and those
who are not.
Living wage campaigns help to build and strengthen
a broader movement for economic justice and democracy. They mobilize coalitions of activists and organizers to
demand from corporations and elected officials that
“economic development” truly means what it says.
Living wage campaigns strengthen institutions that
build power for working families by uniting labor
unions, community organizations, religious groups and
others in a struggle for economic justice.

peak in 1968, despite increased productivity of the
workforce. Had the minimum wage kept pace with productivity gains since 1968, it would be $11.20 today
instead of $5.15, according to Robert Pollin’s and
Stephanie Luce’s book The Living Wage. At $5.15 an
hour, a full time minimum wage worker earns $5,948
less than the $16,660 poverty line for a family of four in
1998. And despite the common media portrayals of
teenaged minimum-wage workers, most minimum5

ipalities believe that unless they offer lower taxes, limited governmental regulation, and other incentives to create what business calls “a business friendly environment,” they will not be able to attract businesses into
their communities. This strategy ignores quality of jobs
in favor of quantity. The give-aways to these businesses
in the form of tax abatements and other incentives usually come with no strings attached, no accountability,
and can often lead communities into a “race to the bottom” to see which can find the lowest road to attract
businesses into their communities.
The alternative to this race to the bottom is to
embark on a “high road” strategy of economic development, part of which is campaigning and winning a living wage for jobs where public money is involved. A living wage says that the quality of jobs in a community
matters at least as much as the quantity. A living wage
creates a “family/worker/community/business friendly”
environment where all who contribute to an economy
can benefit. A living wage makes it more difficult for
“low road” practices to take hold in our communities
and helps already existing “high road” businesses thrive.
A living wage creates, builds, and strengthens a movement for economic justice and democracy in our communities and in our nation, so that all boats may rise
with the tides of a strong and healthy economy.

wage workers are adults trying to raise a family.
The decline in the real value of the minimum wage
has helped to pull down wages up and down the spectrum. In 1998, average workers were earning less,
adjusting for inflation, than they did when Richard
Nixon was president.
The response to these facts from the business community generally has been, “Well, if we do what you
propose and raise wages at the bottom, we won’t remain
competitive in the global economy.” But raising wages at
the bottom would have little to no effect on global competitiveness, since most low-wage occupations in the
U.S. are found in the service sector. Services are mostly
free from foreign competition because the U.S. cannot
import housekeeping, janitorial, and fast-food work the
way it can import cheap clothes, toys, and electronics
from low-wage countries. Recognizing this, most other
industrial nations do not view holding wages down as a
sensible long-term strategy to increase their competitiveness — they prefer to focus on improving productivity
by investing in building a skilled workforce.
The “competitiveness” argument is really a conscious choice to embark on a “low road” business strategy that squeezes as much as possible out of workers in an
attempt to boost short-term profits. More and more,
municipalities across the nation are also following this
“low road” economic development policy. These munic-
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III. What is a Living Wage?

C

hoosing an hourly figure as a living
wage is one of the most difficult
things you will have to do. You’d
like to be able to do careful research about
what it costs to pay for housing, food, clothing, transportation and health care in your
area, then calculate it for a family of four,
add a little for savings and retirement, and
convert it to an hourly wage. However, this
figure, while perfectly reasonable, would
probably not be politically feasible. The
reality is that if you push for what is perceived as an exorbitant wage, though you
may know it is not, your campaign will not
be effective. Sadly, picking a wage will have
more to do with the political climate and the strength of
the coalition in your area than with the economic circumstances facing workers.
At the same time, though, you do not want to settle
for too low a wage or the campaign will end up shortchanging the workers. This decision must be made in
conjunction with workers and workers’ unions, and
should be discussed among your entire support base
including students, faculty, and sympathetic administrators. Remember, workers should have the final say in
determining the wage that will be fought for as they are
the ones most affected by the campaign.

Target-Setting in Past
Municipal Campaigns
Living wage campaigns around the nation have used
varying figures and methodologies for determining what
a “living wage” is. In general, the amount that the living
wage has been set at is related to poverty levels as defined
by the federal government. One of the most commonly
used benchmarks is the poverty level for a family of four,
$16,700 annually. This gives a wage amount of roughly
$8.00 to $8.50 an hour at forty hours a week.
There are several criticisms of using the federal
poverty level as a benchmark. The federal poverty level
7

is determined by calculating the minimum nutritional
requirements for a family and then multiplying this figure by 3 to establish a yearly income. This assumes that
families spend a third of their budget on food, which has
been demonstrated to no longer be the case. Most families in fact spend only one-fifth or even one-sixth of
their yearly budget on food. This more accurate estimate
can be used to establish a better living wage. Using the
assumption that a fifth of a family’s budget goes to nutritional needs, a family of four requires an annual budget
of $27,833 a year. Setting a living wage at $8.00 an hour
is insufficient for a family of four with only one wage
earner. To meet this level of income at $8.00 an hour, a
family of four would need two wage earners, with one
working full time and the other working over 20 hours
a week.
Living wage campaigns have also used local research
to base a living wage on the true cost of living for a particular area. Some activists have used federal Housing
and Urban Development (HUD) numbers that set a
“fair market rent” for an area. The fair market rent

assumes that no more than 30% of a person’s gross
income should be spent on housing. Living wage estimates are then adjusted accordingly.
In municipal living wage campaigns waged to date,
the target wage has ranged between $7.49 to $10.75 in
1999 dollars, or between 93% and 134% of the federal
federal poverty level for a family of four.
It is important to remember that a living wage campaign isn’t just about a fair wage. It is also about benefits
such as health care, paid leave, and other issues that
affect a worker’s well-being. Because of federal laws
regarding health care, living wage campaigns cannot
directly demand that health care be provided to workers.
Instead, they can set a lower living wage for employers
who provide health care benefits to their workers and a
higher living wage that applies to employers who do not
provide benefits. In addition to health benefits, some
living wage campaigns have also demanded mandatory
paid leave for employees.

Sample Living Wages
City

Hourly Living Wage

Employers Required to Pay a Living Wage

Boston, MA

$8.23, indexed annually to the
highest of either the adjusted
poverty guidelines or 110% of
the state minimum wage.

Companies getting city service contracts worth
at least $100,000 or sub-contracts worth at least
$25,000.

Detroit, MI

$8.35 or $10.44 without benefits.

City service contractors or recipients of city
assistance of at least $50,000.

St. Paul, MN

$8.03 or $8.83 without benefits.

Recipients of at least $100,000 of city economic
assistance in one year.

Oakland, CA

$8.35 or $9.60 without benefits.
Adjusted annually to the Bay
Region Consumer Price Index.

Recipients of service contracts of at
least $25,000 and/or firms that benefit from at
least $100,000 in city subsidies annually.

Miami-Dade Co., FL $8.56 or $9.81 without benefits.
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The County, certain service contractors with
contracts worth at least $100,000 (food services,
security, maintenance, clerical, transportation and
parking, printing and reproduction, and landscaping, lawn and/or agricultural services), and airport
licensees.

Choosing a
Campus Living Wage
Selecting a wage is a delicate balancing game with
many factors to consider:
1. If your town has a living wage ordinance that you
think is acceptable, try pushing for that. It will make
your campaign seem very reasonable and you can
always say “If they can do it, why can’t we?”
2. Make sure that the wage is high enough that a significant number of workers will benefit by a significant amount. This is crucial to maintaining worker
support. If workers would only gain a small amount
by the living wage, it could actually hurt them in the
long run to get a small increase that administrators

can point to and say: “The activists said this was
enough so I guess you don’t really need a raise.” It’s
difficult, but you want to raise the floor without
installing a ceiling.
3. What is the cost of living in your area? Contact the
National Priorities Project and ask for their local
“livable wage” for the area. Or call a legal services
office, public housing authority or affordable housing advocacy group and ask about local "Fair Market
Rent" set by HUD for various sizes of apartments.
One way to roughly estimate local minimum cost of
living is three times the average rent for a two-bedroom apartment.
Ironically, once you get through the political process
of picking a wage, you may be forced to defend the
wage against the common criticism that there’s no such
thing as a ‘living wage’. In some ways people who make

Reprinted with permission from David Reynolds with the ACORN National Living Wage Resource Center, Living Wage Campaigns: An
Activist’s Guide to Building the Movement for Economic Justice (Labor Studies Center, Wayne State University and ACORN: 1999).
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Dealing with
Cost of Living Adjustments

this argument are right. A living wage isn’t a particular
number that can just be checked by consulting a periodic table of wages; it has to be calculated by people, all
of whom will have different standards. But we can’t just
give up because a living wage is not set in stone. The
minimum wage is even more arbitrary. We know that a
minimum wage cannot support even an individual in a
healthy way, never mind someone with a child, so we
have to make an effort to do better.
When pressed, you should also be able to justify
your wage with simple calculations for the cost of an
apartment, food, clothes, etc. Remember, the living
wage has a real impact on the lives of the workers affected, giving them more take home income than they had
before. It is an important first step in attaining economic justice for hard working employees at our nation's
universities and colleges.
Remember that as a student, you will be supporting
the workers on your campus launching a living wage
campaign, and the specifics of what you are campaigning for will vary according to the situation on your campus.
The two schools that have mounted major campus
living wage campaigns in the past few years, Harvard
and Johns Hopkins, are both located in cities that have
passed living wage ordinances for city employees. This
has given their campaigns a lot of initial leverage.
If the town or city where your school is located has
a living wage ordinance, you can use it as a centerpiece
of your campaign.
Find out if the living wage for city employees is adequate. If the public employee unions feel it is, then consider choosing that figure for your campaign. Both
Harvard and Johns Hopkins did this, and it allowed
them to point to the living wage as a community standard that their school was violating.
Get community support. If there’s a living wage
ordinance, then chances are there is a group of activists
in your community that fought for it. Or perhaps there’s
a campaign underway, or under consideration, by a
community group or union. Find out, and get them
involved with your campaign. If there are politicians or
prominent city leaders that supported the living wage
campaign, get them to come speak at your school or
write letters of support. Get as many endorsements from
the community as possible. If you have rallies, be sure to
invite community members – they will swell your numbers and add legitimacy.

A “living wage” can’t be just a static number. The
cost of living always goes up, and any living wage language that you push for should include a way of recalculating the wage each year to account for this. A number is a good campaign slogan because it’s a simple and
accurate way to show that a living wage is reasonable,
but when you actually make demands you must include
a way to calculate yearly adjustments.
If you set the living wage figure to the current federal poverty level, the wage will increase every year. You
can also index the living wage to a specific measurement,
such as the Consumer Price Index, which would allow
the wage to be adjusted as time passes. You can also
index the living wage to increases in wages received by
public workers in the municipality. This is a particularly helpful index because it links gains in the living wage
to gains made by unions in bargaining for higher wages
in the public sector, building support for both.
Alternatively, some coalitions have set up special
public commissions to review increases in the cost of living and adjust the living wage accordingly.

Rounding Out the Demands
Living wage campaigns are about more than just
adding dollars to wages. Issues of health care, vacation
time, and job security all come up in a living wage campaign. To address health benefits, campaigns often set
two figures for living wages, one for a job that provides
health benefits, and one for a job that doesn't. The wage
for the job that does not provide health benefits is set at
a higher level than the one for a job that does provide
them. This is because federal law does not allow living
wage ordinances to mandate health care provisions.
Some living wage campaigns have also managed to win
mandatory paid and unpaid leave from employers.
Rounding out demands even further, some campaigns
have taken fair labor relations into account when making their demands, which strengthens the ties between
the living wage campaign and labor unions.
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IV. Getting Your
Campaign Started

I

You may find that the most underpaid workers on
campus are not employed directly by your school, but
rather are employed by subcontracting companies that
bid for a specific job and provide their own personnel.
Make an effort to seek out contract workers and to esti-

f you’re interested in starting a living wage campaign
on your campus, you’ll need two important things:
information and people. Begin by looking around
and talking to everyone you can. Look for social justice
organizations on campus that would be interested in
working on a living wage campaign. Labor
solidarity groups, unions, and anti-sweatshop groups may be particularly interested.
Once you get a few people interested you
can work together to gain more support.
Early on, start to talk with campus
workers. Find out what they think about
working at your school, what they’d like to
change, and whether or not they’re in a
union. If they seem comfortable with talking about it, ask them politely what they
earn. Ask them if they know of other workers who make much less than they do (wages
can vary quite a bit). You’re trying to both
get a feel for what school employees are paid
and also to gauge interest in a living wage
among those workers who feel underpaid. Get in touch
with the leaders of any campus unions. They should be
able to give you a lot of information, and they may want
to work with you on a campaign.
Remember: The workers are the beneficiaries of a
living wage so it is vital to ensure that they are a major
part of the process. Never put yourself in a position of
negotiating alone on their behalf. It’s their decision to
make.

mate how much subcontracting your school does.
If you feel that there would be substantial interest
among workers in a living wage campaign, the next step
is to try to get concrete information about employees,
benefits, and wages. First, try looking around on your
school’s web page. You can often find a lot of information on pay scales and employment policies, though it
may be difficult to find actual numbers of employees.
Again, subcontractors may not be held to the same pay
11

scales as direct employees.
You can also just try asking your administration (but
don’t expect much). Call the human resources department and see if they can provide you with any information. If you have a relationship with an administrator,
ask him or her to help you get that info. Faculty may
also be able to pull a little weight if the administration is
not forthcoming. Ask a professor that you know well or
that may be interested in the campaign. You may also
want to see what you can find via researching articles
and website materials of the Chronicle for Higher
Education.
The more information you have, the stronger your
argument is. You will use this information in flyers, letters, conversations, meetings, press releases, and fact
sheets. It will also prepare you to respond to questions
and criticisms. People are always more convinced by a
knowledgeable argument. Generally:

• You want to know how many people on campus
earn how much. Once you pick a living wage
figure you’ll want to be able to say: X many people earn less than a living wage; it would cost Y
dollars, which is Z percent of the schools budget, to pay them a living wage.
• It also helps to know what other people on campus earn. Ask sympathetic faculty and administrators what they earn. Comparing a $14,000
per year food services job to the chancellor’s
salary of $250,000 is a great way to make your
case. Capitalize on the disparities between
administrators’, faculty members’, and service
employees’ earnings.
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V. Building Support
for Your Campaign

O

Talk to faculty. Have discussions with faculty you
know about the issue. Also, look for professors that
teach “liberal” courses — on labor history, civil rights or
poverty, for example. Faculty support can add a lot of
credibility to your campaign.
Make announcements in
class. Just stand right up at
the end of class or before it
starts and announce your
meeting. Be careful not to be
disruptive or obnoxious,
however. The last thing you
want is for people to ignore
your work because they think
you’re rude. In general, don’t
give people an excuse to marginalize your campaign.
Keep talking to workers.
Let workers know when your
meetings are and let union
leaders know so that they can
spread the word. In general,
expect to get mostly students
at your meetings. While workers are the focus and
should come first, students will be the backbone of the
campaign itself. Students generally have more free time.
Most of us don’t have families to go home to at night,
we haven’t been working an 8-hour shift mowing the
lawn or washing dishes, and we can always sleep through
our classes if we want to.

nce you’ve decided that workers are interested
in a living wage campaign, you need to build
support for the idea. If there isn’t an already
strong student group taking on the campaign, start to
build an informal organization of people who want to
work on the issue. Begin by having regular meetings,
which you can advertise to students, faculty, and administrators, to talk about and plan for a campaign.
You’ll really have to hustle to get a good turnout at
your meetings, so here are some ways to spread the
word:
Flyering. Put up some simple flyers that give the
meeting time and just ask people who are interested in
discussing a campus living wage campaign to come by.
The flyers should be fairly non-specific, as you don’t
want to start campaigning quite yet; you just want to
find people who are interested. Remember, even with
mass flyering, there is no substitute for face-to-face
recruitment to get turnout.
Talk to existing student groups. Visit other student
groups to announce your meetings and answer questions. Anti-sweatshop groups on campus may have
already done some living wage campaigning for factory
workers that make college apparel. If your school has a
“Licensing Code of Conduct” that does mention a living wage, this can be a great starting point for a campus
campaign. Also ask the anti-sweatshop group if your
school is participating in the Wisconsin Living Wage
Study. A campus living wage is an excellent way to
“bring home” anti-sweatshop work.
13

Reprinted with permission from David Reynolds with the ACORN National Living Wage Resource Center, Living Wage Campaigns: An
Activist’s Guide to Building the Movement for Economic Justice (Labor Studies Center, Wayne State University and ACORN: 1999).
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VI. Organizing Your Coalition

O

happy with. You can’t do a big demonstration if 49% of
your group isn’t pumped for it.
Not everything can or should be decided at meetings, however. Email lists are a great way to keep people
in touch and up to date. You can just send an email to

nce you have a group of people who are interested in working on a campus living wage,
you’ll need to get organized so that you can
effectively work on the many different issues a campaign
must address.
At your meetings, have a facilitator who
will collect agenda items and lead the discussion, ensuring that everyone’s voice is
heard, but also making sure that meetings
move as quickly and smoothly as possible.
You can choose to rotate facilitation or delegate the responsibility to one person.
Keeping meetings short and efficient can be
very important to maintaining your support
base. If you have to sit through a two-hour
meeting every week to be involved, you
might not remain so.
Set up systems of communication and
decision making to keep your group running smoothly. For example, define whether
decisions are made by consensus or a majority vote, and who is entitled to vote or block consensus
The key to a successful group is making every possible effort to come up with solutions that are supported
by the majority of its members, through principled compromise and developing alternative solutions. Someone
who feels like their view is respected will come back
again. If you operate by vote, consider requiring a twothirds majority for approval. This way you will be forced
to come up with a plan that at least most people are

everyone in the group and have people ‘reply to all’, but
you might prefer to talk to the computer center at your
school about setting up a mailing list. A word of caution: if you don’t know everyone who is one your mailing list, be careful about sending information that you
wouldn’t want administrators to know. Don’t be paranoid, and most of the time it won’t matter, but for some
action plans you may want to lay low.
Though your group may or may not have official
17

positions, you will still need to delegate responsibility to
get things done. If you try to work out every detail in a
meeting you’ll be there forever. Come up with a general
plan and then have someone or a small group take over.
Avoid assigning things to people but when something
comes up in meeting, ask “Does anyone want to be in
charge of this?” and usually someone will offer. Having
specific people in charge of specific tasks will make sure
things get done and you will always know who to ask for
updates. Also try to set timetables at the meeting for
when you expect to finish projects just to keep things
moving.

Giving people responsibilities, especially new people, is also an excellent way to keep them involved. If
someone is interested but has no specific task they may
not feel like they’re involved. Once you’ve done work for
a group, you feel like you’re a real contributing part of it:
you’ve made a personal investment and you’ll come back
again. Most people who show up to meetings want
responsibility, but may be shy to ask for it or may feel
like they don’t know enough to do good work. Really
focus (without pressuring) on getting new people
involved on specific projects.
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VII. Resourcing Your Coalition

T

Also consider fundraising events. Ask for materials
for the event as in-kind donations from pro-living wage
organizations and businesses. In-kind support in the
form of donated flyers and other materials can be invaluable in both resourcing your organization and in build-

o launch a full fledged living wage campaign on
your campus, your group will need to acquire
funding and resources. There are several ways to
do so. First off, your group should become an official
campus organization if it isn’t already. Go to your campus activities office and find out what you need to do to
become an official group. It usually involves finding a
faculty sponsor and assigning official contacts for your
organization. This will qualify you to tap into the funds
available for campus groups. It is important that you do
this as soon as possible, as the process for campus organizations to draw funds from the student activities office
may take a while (years even).
Becoming a registered student group may also allow
you to raise funds from your membership in the form of
dues or other voluntary contributions. It is important to
raise the idea of fundraising and resourcing the group
through means such as dues. Labor unions and community organizations operate in this manner, as do other
campus clubs. Having a dues system encourages the feeling of ownership and investment in the organization
and increases the accountability of the members of the
group to each other. If dues create a barrier for lowincome students, you can set up a sliding scale or scholarship fund to ensure maximum participation and accessibility. (Some schools do not allow dues. Check out
your school’s policy.)
You can also approach progressive faculty and staff
for donations. If you have access to an alumni listserv or
mailing list, use it to solicit contributions.

ing a relationship with those providing you with the
support. Be sure that planning the event doesn’t use up
all of the group’s energy. Fundraising events should
always serve the political purposes of the group.
Another possibility, one which requires a bit more
sophistication and organization, is a grant from a foundation or other large source of funding to help along
your campaign. With fundraising in general, but particularly when applying for grants, it is important that professional systems of financial accountability be established before your group begins to draw in large
amounts of funds.
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VIII. Action Plan

O

tration. This is what will ‘convince’ them to adopt a living wage. Tactics range from personal conversations to
press releases to rallies to sit-ins, and will be discussed at
length in the following pages.

nce you’re organized, you need to start thinking about how to conduct your campaign.
There is no right way to do it. The situation
will be different at every school. There are, however,
general goals and strategies that can guide your planning. Here is a broad overview to help you think
about long term strategy. More details about specific techniques make up most of the rest of this manual.
Educate your campus. Chances are most people
have no idea what a living wage is or are suspicious
of the idea. You need to show them that a living
wage is necessary, reasonable, and feasible. You’ll
need the support of students, faculty, and workers
in order to bring about change, so informing them
and gathering support will probably be your initial
focus.
Contact your administration and make your
demands. Make sure you know exactly what you want.
Then present your demands clearly and professionally in
a letter to them administration. It is very unlikely that
they will accept them or say “yes” initially, but you need
to give them the chance to refuse (or fail to respond)
before you can step up the pressure. Once they’ve said
“no”, you are in a stronger position to protest.

While it is impossible to make a detailed plan in
advance, it is important to think about long term strategy before you get started. If you have a lot of initial support you might begin with a huge media campaign and
flyering blitz. If you don’t have a lot of support you
might want to slowly escalate over time as more people
get involved.
It is crucial to consider your school’s schedule in
planning. If you want to build up to a big rally make
sure you have time before the end of the semester.

Turn on the heat. You must mobilize your support
base to put public and private pressure on the adminis20

Consider when students will be in finals (when they
tend to be understandably less receptive), when breaks
are, etc. If you move too quickly, you may peak early and
peter out before the end of the semester, but if you move
too slowly, you may not peak before the end of the
semester and you’ll have to try to restart after the break.
Remember that even very committed members of
your group have limited energy, and your audience (students, faculty, and administration) has a limited ability
to pay attention. Don’t try to do too many big actions in
the same semester and risk running out of steam or
being ignored (“Those crazy protesters are out shouting
again...”). A good strategy is to have continuous small
actions to keep the issue in people’s minds, punctuated
by big shows of support.
Think about who you want to pressure. It might be
the administrators who have the direct power to pay a
living wage, like a Vice-President of Human Resources,
but it might just be the highest-level, most visible
administrator. Often, some administrators, like the president or chancellor, have a very public image and may be
a good person to target for a campaign after they initially refuse on living wage. Personal attacks can backfire
and make administrators less likely to budge or more
vocal about defending their initial position. However,
things like comparing the salaries of high-paid administrators to low level employees can be an effective strategy. Think carefully about the political climate at your
school and how certain administrators might react to
certain tactics. Remember, your goal is to get a living
wage, not to publicly embarrass an administrator just to
show how evil they are. Shame and embarrassment can
be incredibly powerful tactics, but use them only so far
as they advance your campaign.

isons, cost to pay a living wage, number of employees in
certain income brackets, etc. Be prepared and professional; it will make your case seem much more reasonable.
Engaging Faculty Support. Faculty support can be
extremely useful to your campaign. Faculty are respected (they are after all the purveyors of wisdom on campus), they know how the school operates, and they can
get things done. Initially it makes sense (to save time and
money) to try to focus on professors that teach classes on
liberal topics or those that teach in social science disciplines. However, if possible, make up a packet of literature to send to every faculty member including a cover
letter, a copy of your demands, fact sheets, and a faculty
petition card asking for their public support of a living
wage (see p. 29). If you already have support from some
faculty members, ask if you can mention their names in
the information you send to other faculty.
Engaging Alumni Support. Alumni give money.
Administrators want money. Administrators listen to
alumni. Try to get alumni lists from other activist
groups, from the administration, from the career planning office, anywhere you can. Send letters and emails
depending on your budget and ask them to call or write
demanding a living wage, refusing to give money, signing your petition, and perhaps even donating to your
campaign. If there is an alumni listserv try to get sympathetic alumni to send out a message.
Flyers. Flyers are a great way to get the message out
and to attract people to come to meetings, particularly
at the beginning of a campaign. They are a staple of
most campaigns and serve to attract attention, inform,
and update. Some people respond well to flyers that are
posted around campus; others respond better when they
can take a flyer from a person and talk to them. Try
doing both. Unusual artwork, humorous slogans, and
fluorescent colored paper will make your flyer stand out
on a kiosk.

Support-Building Strategies and
Action Ideas
Here is a brief list of techniques you may consider to
build support and put pressure on your administration.
This is a “bag of tricks” to draw from. You can find more
details and examples on each in separate sections at the
pages listed.

Petitions. Have a petition that indicates support for
a living wage. Encourage students, faculty, employees,
and administrators to sign on.
Teach-Ins. These are information sessions about the
issue and what you're asking for. They are a good chance
to distribute detailed literature and to recruit people for

Literature. Have a good base of information that
you can give to reporters, faculty, students, and administrators with information like relative salary compar21

the campaign.

be very interested, and you should try to get them to
help out or come to meetings.

Direct Actions. Direct actions are good for showing
off the support you have for a living wage and for getting more people interested. Vary the type of action
depending on whether you have a lot of support already
or if you’re just getting started. Creativity and humor
help win support.

Getting Media Coverage
The media will probably be the way most people
learn about your campaign. Therefore, it is very important to have a focus on getting as much coverage (sympathetic, if possible) as you can. Of course, media work
should be coordinated (press releases, letters, phone
calls) with the rest of your campaign. Many of your
efforts, such as creative actions, should be developed
with the media in mind. It is often easy to get friendly
coverage in school papers. Talk to the editors about
doing articles and send press releases before actions. If
you know students who work on the paper, talk to them
about writing an article or have them suggest an article
to their editor. When you do actions or before and after
important events, write and send press releases to as
many news outlets as you can think of locally and
nationally.
One idea on how to saturate the campus media is to
have each member of your group sign up for one day of
media duty a month. When it is your day of responsibility, you are responsible for writing a letter to the editor of the campus or town paper, calling in to a call-in
radio talk show at the school radio station, and distributing 50 flyers around campus. Even with a relatively
small group, you can create the appearance of a massive
effort and saturate all means of communication on campus.
Access to and coverage by the media is important to
the success of your campaign. There are a few universal
traits that you want to keep in mind when doing any
sort of media work for your campaign.

Letter Writing Campaigns. You’ll need to have official communication with the administration to present
your demands and correspond about meetings. Letters
should state your arguments clearly and succinctly and
mention the support you have. Letters are not the time
to be confrontational. Be aggressive publicly to pressure
them to agree, but be polite so that they will respect and
work with you.
Letter writing campaigns are a classic way to put on
pressure. You should develop a generic letter that students, faculty, or alumni can sign and send in or can use
as a model for their own letter. The letter should include
why you think a living wage is important, why the university has a responsibility to pay it, any pertinent information such as cost to the university, a mention of the
support you have for the proposal, and a closing asking
the administration to implement a living wage immediately.
Once you have a sample letter addressed to the
appropriate administration member(s), you can begin
distributing it with your other campaign materials such
as flyers, fact sheets, etc. Include it in mailings to faculty, alumni, and other interested groups. Many schools
have areas where student groups can set up tables with
information, generally a good way to distribute literature and talk to people. Have copies of the letter available to have students imitate in their own words. You
can also just stand in busy areas with a clipboard and
copies of the letter. If someone won’t take the time to
write form letters, signed petitions are weaker and less
intensive ways to show support. All you need is their
name, class year, and signature. It will make it even easier to get students to sign if you offer to send the letter
and/or petition to the administration.
Remember to be polite and try to judge people’s
level of interest. Some people will sign but don’t want to
hear about it or have literature thrust upon them, so
respect that and thank them for signing. Make sure your
campaign doesn’t get a bad reputation for being pushy;
it can really damage your support base. Some people will

Clarity. Know clearly what your message is and be
able to illustrate it using clear-cut points and examples.
Connectivity. Be sure that your message is seen as
having direct connection to what is going on in your
community, demonstrated with clear examples.
Responsibility. Media appreciate getting their information from one reliable source who provides one reliable message. Having multiple people do this can be
unproductive in establishing long term relationships
with media.
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ty often read the paper every day, and alumni often subscribe as well. Not a lot of real news happens at most
campuses, so papers are eager for stories. The most
important thing to focus on is getting your message presented the way you want it.
Have as much contact with the paper as you can
without being annoying. Talk to the editors and make
sure they understand your goals and related issues.
Often, one reporter will be assigned to a long term issue,
so the paper may pick someone to cover the living wage
campaign. If you can influence the decision to pick a
specific reporter, do so by all means; it will affect how
you’re presented for the entire campaign.
Talk to the reporter covering your campaign often
and make an effort to treat her like a “real” reporter (student reporters love that). Always keep her updated on
progress and send her press releases, literature, and living
wage articles. Give the reporter some special access if
you think it will make the coverage more friendly, but be
careful not to say anything that you wouldn’t want
printed. You may not want to have a reporter at meetings, for example. As long as you trust her confidentiality, tell the reporter ahead of time about actions, particularly sneak attacks — this coverage will most likely
reach a far broader audience than the action itself (and
the inside scoop will make the reporter feel cool).
Some student papers print almost every letter to the
editor they receive. These letters can present your case as
well as update on progress, respond to criticism, and
note successes. Letters to school papers can generally go
more in depth and have more give and take than letters
to larger newspapers, which will probably be read by
people who haven’t heard much about the issue. Use this
to your advantage.
You may also be able to submit op-ed pieces which
are longer and more in-depth. Talk to the editor or editorial board about doing so. Op-ed pieces carry more
weight than letters.

Timeliness. Build relationships with media by
becoming a credible source of timely information.
Drama and Conflict. Human interest and conflict
between opposed forces add to newsworthiness of a
story. Frame your story in such a manner as to maximize
this angle.
There are various ways to get your story into the
media, especially your local newspaper.
Talk Shows. Call in regularly to call-in shows.
Submit your press releases, leaflets, and clippings to the
producers and hosts of public affairs shows and talk
shows with a letter suggesting your best spokespersons as
guests.
Newspaper Articles. To get a news story, send out a
press release before and after the event, emphasizing
local information, including statistics and local participants. Follow up this effort with a phone call to the
reporter or editor. Organize your media event to be creative or to have large numbers of people involved. Have
a visual theme. Media stunts can be of great use in getting coverage if they are done well.
Photos. Newspapers will publish photos of local
people engaging in interesting activities. Once again, a
visual theme and a well executed media stunt can get a
photo in the paper.
Letters to the Editor. Various members of your campaign should write and submit letters to the editor.
Letters to the editor should be brief, catchy, and on
topic. If they are in response to something just recently
covered in the newspaper, their likelihood of appearing
increases.
School Newspapers. Student-run school papers are
a great way to get your message out. Students and facul-
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Case Study: Living Wage Campaign Strategy at Harvard
by Dan Morgan, Harvard Living Wage Campaign

finished addressing 300 parents and gave a speech about
the need for a living wage. Similarly, at the President's
opening address for Pre-Frosh Weekend, we presented him
the “Worst Employer of Boston Award.”
Other actions have ranged from covering statues on
campus with the faces and phone numbers of administrators to hiring a plane to fly over commencement trailing a
banner reading, “Harvard Needs a Living Wage.” These
actions not only raised awareness about the issue to new
groups of people, they made administrators nervous at their
own events. Most importantly,
they gave many students a
chance to get involved in the
strategic planning of the campaign.
This summer, we have done
two things to increase the pressure on Harvard. Traditionally,
summer is a time when universities can rest from student
activism; we wanted our campaign to be year-round. First,
we wrote alumni and we asked them to pledge not to give
money to Harvard until a living wage was implemented.
To this point, over 100 alumni have notified Harvard of
their support for a living wage. Second, we held a rally,
designed to show the support for the campaign beyond the
university, which was attended by over 200 people from
dozens of labor, community, and religious organizations.
Both tactics have increased the number of avenues through
which Harvard is being pressured.
One typical aspect of student campaigns we rejected is
negotiations with the administration. Not only are we in
no position to negotiate contracts for employees, but we
simply are not qualified to bargain with lawyers who make
a career out of finding legal loopholes. While it is of course
important to be in contact with the administration, it is
also necessary to maintain an antagonistic relationship.
Negotiations have another problem. They have a tendency to create an elite sub-group who possess the vast
majority of the information, thus leading to an internal
power disparity and, eventually, a stagnating campaign.
Keeping our demands as simple and clear as possible while
focusing on actions-concrete things to do-has allowed students to join in the middle of the semester and immediately become involved in the campaign.
Through the power we hold as students working in
coalition with workers, faculty, alumni, community and
religious organizations, and unions, we can force Harvard
implement a living wage.

A

t Harvard, a living wage would allow over 2,000
employees in the Boston area to live decently. We
began our living wage campaign with the understanding that we could not win a living wage in less than a
year or two. Recognizing the length of these campaigns is
crucial to planning a good strategy; universities rely on
weathering short bursts of activism with the security that
students will graduate and the issue will be forgotten. Not
only is it crucial to think of strategy in terms of a multi-year
campaign, but work must be
done to plan for when key organizers leave by making sure that
information is decentralized and
a large core of committed
activists has been built up. It also
means that the community outside the university must
become involved if lasting pressure is to be maintained.
Our plan is simple: to put constant pressure on
Harvard until we win. For the most part, we have done this
by holding a series of rallies, each one escalating in intensity. Each major action we have held has included a new element-something they haven't seen before-and has stepped
up the level of the campaign. If we do need to have a sitin or a building take-over, we will have built our strength
and support to the point where we will be certain that such
a crisis-provoking action will win.
The Harvard Living Wage Campaign began with a
rally at the end of February, 1999 to announce our presence; after weeks of talking to workers, students, faculty,
and unions, over 300 people turned out in support. Less
than two weeks later, we united with two other student
campaigns to hold a 400 person rally which surrounded
our main administrative building during a general meeting
of the faculty.
But a campaign cannot have a large action every week.
Thus, our next big event was not until May: over two
months later. There, more than 200 people rallied and a
delegation of 30 people — including a state representative,
the Vice-Mayor of Cambridge, and prominent professors
— entered the office of a key administrator and demanded
her help to get a living wage at Harvard.
In between these rallies, however, we increased our
pressure and presence by holding a series of small but highly public actions. At Junior Parents Weekend, twelve campaign members went on stage after the Dean of the College

Our plan is simple: to
put constant pressure on
Harvard until we win.
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IX. Implementation: Winning isn’t
Everything, but is it Anything?

Y

mining a living wage (see section 2) becomes a major
obstacle when you want to implement a living wage.
This is why it is so important to organize your campaign
around not just a number, but very specific implementation language. Make it clear to your administration
that you will not be satisfied with just any announcement of support for living wage. They need to know that
you won’t back down until you get very specific details
about wage levels and implementation timelines.
Compromise if you have to, but remember not to agree
to anything you haven’t discussed with your supporters
and, of course, the affected workers. And always get it all
in writing.
The most important thing after an announcement
of administration ‘support’ for a living wage is to stay
alert and let your supporters know that the fight is not
over. Things can tend to fall apart organizationally after
a success if it seems like there’s nothing left to do. And if
your support falters, the university will be paying attention and will take the chance to weaken the living wage.
If your administration comes out with an unacceptable
plan, react loudly. Don’t let them get away with vague
language, slow implementation, or a low wage level.
Also pay close attention to the implementation process
itself. Are workers getting paid what they’re supposed to?
With union workers, the union will know, but with
non-union workers, it may be difficult to determine.
Have other issues come up related to implementation? Is
the university trying to get around a living wage with
clever wording or some other scheme? Are you satisfied?

ou’re a university administrator just going about
your job and all of a sudden there’s a big fuss
from a bunch of people who want you to pay
workers a ‘living wage’. Everyone’s getting on your back
about it either yelling about worker’s rights or warning
you about costs. What’s the best way to shut them all
up? Agree to pay a living wage and then don’t do it. Here
are some strategies you may use:
• Announce that you’re in favor of a living wage and
that your ‘analysis’ indicates a living wage far below
what the protesters want.
• Agree to the protesters’ living wage number, but
phase it in over a few years so that by the time you
pay it, inflation will help you avoid any real
increased costs.
• Stall. Agree to the principle of a ‘living wage’ and
then form a committee to examine the issue for a
while and then have them commission some
research. Try to stretch your time line at every step
so that by the time you’re done everyone who
remembers ‘that living wage thing’ has graduated.
If you’ve forced your administration to agree to a living wage, congratulations. It’s a huge step and should be
the culmination of your campaign efforts. However, an
agreement to pay a living wage can mean a lot of different things to different people. The difficulty of deter25

Keep talking to workers and see if other changes need to
be made.

What is the makeup of the committee? Make sure
students, staff, affected workers and faculty have at least
as much representation as the administration. Also, pay
attention to the selection process for committee members of each type, and try to keep it unbiased by the
administration.

Committees Happen
Sometimes administrators will want to set up a committee to address implementation. This isn’t always a
bad thing. A committee can be a good way to make sure
that people are paying attention to and reviewing implementation, it can be a way to keep the issue in the news,
and it may be a way for administrators to avoid personal responsibility for increasing labor costs while still getting it done. (They can tell their colleagues: “The committee said so.”) However, there are many risks involved.
Things to consider:

In general, be very skeptical of a committee because
it has the potential to slow things down and take energy
away from your group (‘Isn’t there a committee working
on that?’). If members of your group serve on the committee, make a clear distinction between committee
work and activist work. You shouldn’t stop being publicly vocal about the issue just because you’re serving on
the committee.
While you might oppose a committee, if there’s
going to be one you should try to get on it. Don’t let the
College Republicans be the student representatives
because you don’t like the idea of the committee. Talk to
some of your faculty supporters about serving on the
committee. Professors can sometimes appoint themselves to committees if they’re interested.

What will the committee actually do? What is its
power? Committees are probably best after you have a
concrete agreement on calculating wages and a general
timeline. The committee will then just fill in the details
and ensure effective, rapid implementation.
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Reprinted with permission from David Reynolds with the ACORN National Living Wage Resource Center, Living Wage Campaigns: An
Activist’s Guide to Building the Movement for Economic Justice (Labor Studies Center, Wayne State University and ACORN: 1999).
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X. Samples and Resources
Sample Fact Sheets
The Harvard Living Wage Fact Sheet
WHAT IS THE HARVARD LIVING WAGE CAMPAIGN? The Living Wage Campaign is a coalition of
students, workers, and faculty members who are working together to eliminate the problem of low-wage labor on
campus. We are making a single demand: anyone who works for Harvard, whether directly employed or subcontracted to an outside company, must be paid a living wage of at least $10 per hour, adjustable for inflation.
WHAT IS A LIVING WAGE? The idea behind a living wage is that people who work in our community
should be able to live decently and raise their families here. This requires a wage that takes into account the areaspecific cost of living, as well as the basic expenses involved in supporting a family. The federal minimum wage
does not begin to meet the needs of working families anywhere in the country; in fact, it puts families below the
federal poverty line. Particularly in Cambridge, where rents have skyrocketed since the elimination of rent control, a much higher wage is needed.
WHY $10 PER HOUR? We have taken our figure of $10 per hour directly from the living wage ordinance
about to be approved by the city of Cambridge. This is the wage that the City of Cambridge has set as the minimum necessary to live and support a family in Cambridge.
This is actually a very conservative estimate for a living wage: according to the National Low-Income Housing
Commission, a wage of over $15 per hour is necessary for a family to afford a two-bedroom apartment in the
Boston area. Janet McGill, project director of the Massachusetts Project for Family Economic Self-Sufficiency,
says a living wage for Middlesex and Norfolk counties means $17.47 an hour for an adult with one child.
However, $10 per hour is the standard set by our community, and a step in the right direction. It is a modest but
decent wage, one that Harvard can and should pay.
A $10 per hour wage is above the poverty level. The 1997 poverty level for a single parent with three children is $16,333. A person working 35 hours a week at $10 per hour, for 50 weeks per year will earn $17,500.
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WHAT DOES HARVARD PAY NOW? In the absence of a living wage policy, Harvard's wages vary tremendously. While many employees are paid an acceptable wage, an increasing number are paid wages that are grossly inadequate. For instance, some dining hall workers at the Harvard Law School earn only $6 per hour, a wage
that puts a parent with one child well below the federal poverty line. A fund manager responsible for investing
Harvard's endowment earned $10 million last year.
HOW WIDESPREAD IS LOW-WAGE LABOR ON CAMPUS? Based on information gathered from the
administration, campus unions, and individual workers, we estimate that there are currently 2000 people working on this campus who are paid less than $10 per hour. These workers fall into three categories:
1. Full-time employees. The Harvard administration has acknowledged that it pays 358 full-time employees less than $10 per hour.
2. Casual employees. Administrators have also told us that approximately 650 so-called "casual" employees earn less than $10 per hour. These are people who supposedly work at Harvard part-time and on a
temporary basis. In reality, though, many casuals have worked at Harvard for as many as 20 years, and
some work more than 40 hours per week. Nonetheless, because of their status as casuals, they are ineligible for union membership, typically receive no benefits, enjoy no job security, and, as the administration admits, are inadequately paid.
3. Subcontracted employees. Harvard has not released the number of subcontracted workers it employs,
but has told us that it establishes contracts with nearly 9000 firms annually, and maintains ongoing relationships with roughly 180 firms. Like casual workers, subcontracted employees are vulnerable to
numerous forms of exploitation; by our best estimates, they may comprise the largest category of underpaid workers at Harvard.
CAN HARVARD AFFORD TO PAY ALL THESE PEOPLE A LIVING WAGE? Absolutely. Not only is
Harvard the richest university in the world, with an endowment of $13 billion, but it is the second richest nonprofit institution in the world -- second only to the Vatican. Harvard operates on a grand scale, routinely pouring millions of dollars into cosmetic improvements such as the new tower on Memorial Hall. And, when it chooses to, the university has no trouble paying its workers quite decently: last year, it paid two members of the
Harvard Management Company a combined total of $16 million.
By liberal estimates, implementing a living wage at Harvard would increase the university's labor costs by less
than two percent. By liberal estimates, paying all the current Harvard employees who earn less than $10 per hour
would cost well under 0.26% of Harvard's total budget. This expense, which is virtually insignificant for the university, would make a substantive difference in the lives of 2000 families in our community. We believe that this
is a price worth paying.
IF HARVARD IMPLEMENTS A LIVING WAGE, WILL WORKERS BE FIRED? There is no reason to
think so. The jobs that underpaid workers perform on this campus are ones that need to be done: delivering mail,
cooking, working in libraries, cleaning, building, and so on. Harvard can not fire these workers without seriously impairing its own ability to function. Unlike a fast food chain, which has substantial freedom to downsize,
Harvard can not simply eliminate the Biology department, close down Adams house, or cut off the meal plan.
Furthermore, Harvard has in the past proven that it can dramatically increase wages without laying people
off. Since its establishment in 1988, the Harvard Union of Clerical and Technical Workers has won a 77%
increase in its members' wages. No one has been fired. Rather than threatening jobs, a living wage would actually increase job security at Harvard. Right now, the university routinely threatens to fire decently-paid workers and
replace them with outsourced workers whom it can pay less. A living wage policy would undercut this threat,
thereby defending the jobs of thousands of workers on this campus.
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Student Labor Action Coalition of Johns Hopkins University
THE LIVING WAGE: Good Economic Sense
The Living Wage Campaign • Spring 1999
What is the Living Wage? The Living Wage is the hourly wage that puts a full-time worker with three dependents just above the federal poverty line. The federal minimum wage of $5.15/hour pays full-time workers
$10,300 — less than the poverty threshold for one adult and one child. This partly explains why 13% to 20%
of U.S. families live in poverty, despite our booming economy.
How is a Living Wage set? Following public campaigns in cities across the country, many have passed Living
Wage laws. The level varies according to the cost of living and the method of calculation. According to 1997
Census Bureau figures, a family of four needs an annual income of $16,588 - equivalent to a living wage of
around $9.60 for a full-time worker. Baltimore city’s Living Wage is $7.70 in 1998, rising to $7.90 in 1999.
Other cities have levels ranging from $7.00 in Dayton, OH to $10.75 in San Jose, CA.
What’s the relevance to Hopkins? Currently 1008 Hopkins employees and subcontractors earn less than our
city’s living wage. A quarter of these earn below $6.50 - too little to support one child. Most are contract workers with no health benefits. The JHU Living Wage Campaign aims to get the administration to raise wages and
benefits so that no person in this university has to live in poverty. This is very important for the workers and their
families, as well as for everybody at Hopkins who believes that it is unacceptable for our university to pay subpoverty wages. It is also important for the 10% of Maryland residents who live in poverty. Since Hopkins is the
largest private employer in the state, its adoption of a living wage would provide a powerful signal to other
employers.
What about sub-contractors? Over 350 of the low wage workers at Hopkins are employed by BSI (Broadway
Services Inc.) Although this might appear to lessen the university’s influence over their wages, it turns out that
BSI is ultimately owned by Hopkins. What’s more, BSI provides workers at sub-poverty wages to other city agencies such as the school board. So our ownership of BSI potentially increases our influence over city wages.
But can we afford it? We estimate the cost of implementing the Living Wage at Hopkins to be $1.2 million
per year. This pales in comparison to the total personnel bill in excess of $1 billion. Thus the Living Wage would
put up our personnel costs by a tiny fraction - just 0.1%. In June 1998 the university had total assets of $3 billion (and net assets of $2.2 billion), of which $1.7 billion is held in stocks, bonds and other financial investments.
Investment income in 1997-8 was $250 million. Johns Hopkins is not short of funds. Its refusal to pay a Living
Wage simply reflects the lop-sided priorities of the administration.
Will tuition fees go up? Under 10% of Hopkins’ revenue comes from tuition and fees. This compares with
53% from grants and 14% from investments. It would be unlikely (and quite unnecessary) for the cost of the
Living Wage to find its way into student fees. Instead, the university trustees could simply divert half a percent
of our annual investment income (which is currently reinvested) to this worthy cause.
What about our competitiveness? It is sometimes argued that the University will harm its competitive position or erode jobs by raising wages above the market rate. But this argument applies to a commercial firm which
is judged by its profits (even then there is plenty of evidence that paying a Living Wage can boost productivity
and efficiency and so protect jobs). By contrast, Johns Hopkins University is a non profit institution. Our reputation depends on the standard of teaching and the quality of university life. We will not sustain our success whilst
we miss-treat a substantial section of our workforce.
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Sample Letter to Administrators
February 17, 1999
President Neil Rudenstine
Provost Harvey Fineberg
Massachusetts Hall
Harvard University
Cambridge, MA 02130
Dear President Rudenstine and Provost Fineberg:
We, the members of the Harvard Living Wage Campaign, write to request a meeting to discuss implementation of a minimum $10 per hour living wage for all of Harvard University's service workers.
Harvard University, America's premier educational institution, survives and thrives in large part because
of the hard work of its nearly 14,000 employees. No one who works for a living should have to struggle
through poverty. Catapulting into the new millennium, many members of the Harvard community are doing
very well: faculty salaries are among the highest in the nation, tuition increases are falling year by year,
fundraising has hit record highs, and construction and renovation continue to enrich the pristine beauty of
the campus. But like the successes of other members of the Harvard community, the successes of service
workers should be rewarded. At the very least, they should not be punished.
From our estimates, based on extensive discussions with workers and union leaders as well as the few statistics available, a considerable number of employees at Harvard fall below the poverty level. More than 1000
employees earn less than $10 per hour. We cannot ascertain the exact number of Harvard employees who fall
below the poverty line, because as far as we know, those figures have not been made available by the university. We do know, however, that Harvard's endowment stands at $11 billion. During fiscal year 1997,
Harvard's income totaled $1.52 billion. Last year's enormously successful fundraising campaign yielded more
than $1 billion. Equally pertinent statistics to the Harvard community are the federal 1997 poverty levels:
$11,021 for a single parent and one child, and $16,825 for two parents and two children. Many Harvard
employees do not earn these amounts, so they work second and third jobs, or simply struggle to raise their
families below the poverty line. Should your salaries (twenty times those of the average Harvard service worker) and our educations (ten times that figure) be subsidized by the working poor in our community?
Large in number but invisible to many students and faculty, the service workers who cook, clean, build,
maintain, drive, and repair on this campus make the careers of all of the students and faculty possible. The
university literally could not operate for a single day without their dedication and hard work. We want to see
the entire Harvard University community rise together, especially out of the depths of poverty which claim
too many of Harvard's own employees.
We are confident that this Harvard administration will work with us in good faith to ensure that no
Harvard employee falls below the poverty line. In this spirit, we ask that you meet with several members of
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the Harvard Living Wage Campaign to discuss a timeline and strategy for the implementation of a single outcome: that all employees of Harvard University, in all of its faculties and schools, including subcontracted
workers, earn a minimum of $10 per hour. The city of Cambridge, in which Harvard is the largest employer, has defined this figure as the minimum living wage necessary to keep Cambridge individuals and families
out of poverty. The wage reflects both the positive and negative economic impacts, including inflated rent
costs, of this property tax-exempt university on Cambridge and surrounding communities.
We have taken the encouragement of the Harvard crest to heart. Veritas, plastered all over this campus
and cleaned and buffed by service workers, has for 363 years guided students and faculty in their search for
truth. We have supplemented our quest for academic truth with one for human truth. In the last two months,
we have spoken with hundreds of Harvard service workers, many of whom fall below the poverty line, have
to work second and third jobs to support their families, and do not receive benefits for sufficient hours. Some
already earn $10 per hour, but many, especially subcontracted workers, do not. We have been almost unanimously advised in our conversations with workers, in service fields across the university, to access our privilege as students in pursuit of the one simple outcome of a living wage.
In this spirit, we are very willing to work together to fully commit to the single outcome of a minimum
$10 per hour living wage by May 1, 1999, and to fully implement this outcome by September 1, 1999. We
respectfully request a response by Wednesday, February 24, to schedule a meeting in reference to this outcome on or before Wednesday, March 10. Please contact
Aaron Bartley
60 Banks Street
Cambridge, MA 02138
(617) 497-4410
abartley@law.harvard.edu
We would also like to invite you to attend a rally of students, faculty and workers at noon on Friday,
February 26 in front of the Science Center, where we will announce our living wage campaign to the Harvard
community. You are assured a prominent position on the speakers' list if you would like to respond to this
letter or address this issue, or both.
Finally, we encourage you to talk with any Harvard service workers you might pass in your own
Massachusetts Hall or on a walk through campus — to actually take a moment and talk to them — and ask
about their jobs and their families and their children and their hopes, and their wages. These conversations
promise to be among the most powerful of your busy day. Thank you for your attention to this pressing matter.
Sincerely,

Harvard Living Wage Campaign
cc: Vice President Sally Zeckhauser, Dean Jeremy Knowles
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Sample Faculty Petition Card

February 23, 1999
President Neil Rudenstine
Provost Harvey Fineberg
Harvard University
Massachusetts Hall
Cambridge, MA 02138
Dear President Rudenstine and Provost Fineberg:
We, the undersigned faculty members, stand in strong support of the Harvard Living Wage Campaign.
We agree that a $10/hour living wage should be granted to all employees and subcontracted employees of
Harvard University. In light of the imminent passage of a $10/hour living wage ordinance by the City of
Cambridge and the recent implementation of living wage policies in cities around the country, we feel
Harvard must recognize the importance of paying its employees above poverty-level wages. As the wealthiest
university in the world, Harvard can easily ensure that all employees are able to live and raise families in the
communities in which they work.
With its tremendous influence and prestige, Harvard sets an example for employers across the world. As
faculty members at this illustrious institution, we join employees, labor unions, and students in calling on
Harvard to set an example of social responsibility by guaranteeing a basic living wage to all members of the
University community.
Sincerely,
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Creative Action Script: Low Wage Workers Aerobics Class
Concept: The Low Wage Workers
Aerobics Class is a performance piece
that uses the idea of aerobics to dramatize the experience of increasingly parttime and/or temporary low wage work.
The script is designed to allow any
number of people to join the class with
little or no prior rehearsal. The class
members participate by following the
prompting of two well-rehearsed players: the CEO (or College President)
who owns the gym, and an instructor
who leads the class in accord with
his/her orders.
Staging: The CEO stands to the audience’s left. The Instructor is in the center,
and the class is to the audience's right, all mainly facing
the audience.

©1999 DENISE J.R. BASS

Props - optional:
• Golf club
• Cigar
• Bowler hat for CEO
• Instructor’s badge reading “Wage Watchers: Increase
your efficiency! Ask me how!”

Plot: There are three basic “exercise routines” that the
CEO points to on the easel and orders the Instructor to
carry out with the class. They produce increasing
exhaustion and frustration among the participants until
they rebel and demand better work conditions and a living wage. The CEO then fires the Instructor, takes the
money, and leaves while the instructor joins the class
members in their demands.

Placards - Enlarged photocopied “Powerpoint” type
charts with the following wording:
1. “Train for Pain Workplace Gym: Low Wage
Aerobics” [to cover other placards at the outset]
2. “Routine 1: Repetitive Work Stress: Increase
Worker Productivity! Increase My Stock Options!”
3. “Routine 2: The Salary Stretch: Reduce
Expenditures: Replace them with Temps! Turn
them into Part-Timers! Cut Their Benefits!”
4. “Routine 3: Workers’ Wealth Reduction: Cut Their
Wages! Cut their Benefits!"
5. “Current Profits” above a blank grid.

Props - essential:
• Sign or banner for gym: “Train for Pain Workplace
Gym: Low Wage Aerobics”
• Sign or banner displaying the name of your own
organization to be picked up by workers at the end
of the piece
• Easel for placards (see below)
• Piece of foam core or cardboard large enough to put
“Current Profits” placard next to the group of
remaining placards
• McDonald’s french fries boxes
• Computer keyboards (real or cardboard)
• Red marker (or red ribbon with push pins) for profit line on “Current Profits” placard
• Money bags with twine and painted dollar symbol
• Loose tank tops with words: “Low Wage Aerobics”

Costumes:
• CEO: Business Suit (w/ cigar, bowler hat)
• INSTRUCTOR: Sweatshirt or fancy outfit with
“Instructor” emblazoned across the front
• CLASS MEMBERS: Gym outfits with “Low Wage
Aerobics” tank tops worn on top.
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Production Notes: Use this script as a framework that
can be freely altered to fit your situation. For example,
you may want to substitute “College President” for
“CEO” in the script. There is also ample room for
improvisation within the structure of the three routines
and the statements of the class participants when they
rebel: The first routine, “Repetitive Work Stress” is a
warm-up and speed-up routine with keyboards. The second routine, “Salary Stretch” uses McDonald’s french
fries boxes to symbolize economic stress from Part-time
and Temporary jobs. The third routine, “Workers’
Wealth Reduction,” uses moneybags to signify transfer
of wealth to the rich. In the fourth routine, “Pull
Yourself Up By Your Bootstraps” the collapsed workers
rebel after being told to pull themselves up by their
bootstraps.

tivity and my stock options, now!

First Routine: Repetitive Work Stress

CEO: The Bottom Line’s moving up now! [Draw a line
about halfway across the grid on the “Current Profits” chart
to show increased profits.]

INSTRUCTOR: All right everybody, we’re gonna
increase our efficiency with Wage Watchers! No slacking! C’mon over and grab your equipment! Give it
everything you’ve got! No Pain, No Gain! OK, Let’s Go:
Repeat after me: Control! Alt! Delete! Repeat! Control!
Alt! Delete! Repeat! Control! Alt! Delete! Repeat! Faster!
Now! Kick yourself upstairs as we go! Climb those steps!
No more slouching, now! We’re gonna move up that
ladder! One hand now! Repeat it with me: Control, Alt
Delete! Up to middle management! If I could do it you
can! Up those steps!
WORKERS: [Hold keyboards, repeat lines and click when
told.]

CEO: Good day! I am Mr. C.E. O’Sohbig, Chairman
and CEO of Corporated Incorporated! We’re about to
merge and purge to new heights of growth and efficiency by pushing the envelope outside the box and implementing employee teamwork of a revolutionary new
kind! No pain, No gain, we say! Welcome to the Train
For Pain Workplace Gym where our employees work
out while they work! C’mere You! I’m moving you up to
middle management.

WORKERS: [Catch their breath, exhausted, huffing and
puffing as they move keyboards off to side.]
Second Routine: Salary Stretch
INSTRUCTOR: Don’t give up now! There’s no such
thing as a free lunge!
CEO: [Flip to Placard #3.] That’s enough of that! No
more stair climbing! We need to get more lean and
mean! Turn ‘em into temps and part-timers! Cut their
Benefits! Make’em “Stretch that Paycheck!”

INSTRUCTOR: Yessir! I’m ready to go that extra mile!
Motivation, Sir! We’re Wage Watchers! Increase Your
Efficiency! Ask Me How!
CEO: Good! Let’s see if you can make the grade. It’s
time to get those workers to give 150 percent! They’re
spending too much time on personal fulfillment! Gotta’
increase that bottom line!

INSTRUCTOR: Yessiree! We’re gonna stretch that paycheck! [Reaching up.] And Squeeeeze that dollar! [Knock
knees while crouching down.] Again! Repeat with me:
Stretch that paycheck! Squeeeeze that dollar! Stretch that
paycheck! Squeeeeze that dollar! Stretch that paycheck!
Squeeeeze that dollar!

INSTRUCTOR: Gotta’ direct that energy more productively, sir! Exercise those bottoms for the bottom
line, sir!

CEO: You asked for it! You got it! It’s a booming economy! Low unemployment! How about pushing some
fries with that!

CEO: OK, then. Get those workers working!
WORKERS: [Enter stretching, preparing for class, putting
on tank tops.]

INSTRUCTOR: OK Overtime Now! Fries with that?
Stretch that paycheck! [Reach up and out with
McDonald’s boxes.] You want fries with that?

CEO: [Flip to Placard #2.] OK! Do the Repetitive Stress
Routine with them! We have to increase worker produc37

WORKERS: [Reaching up.] Fries with that? [Squeeze
knees together.] Squeeze that dollar! [Reach.] Fries with
that? Stretch that paycheck!

WORKER #1: Hey! I don’t like this routine anymore!

Third Routine: Workers’ Wealth Reduction

WORKER #2: Yeah! We’re in worse shape than we were
before!

INSTRUCTOR: One! Two! Three! Four!

CEO: Wait! These workers have no damn motivation!
Cut their wages! [Post placard #4.] I wanna see some
workers’ wealth reduction! Increase Output!

INSTRUCTOR: One! Two! Three! Four!
WORKER #3: Give us a living wage — or more!

INSTRUCTOR: Okay Everybody! If you want to be on
the team, you have to trim the fat! Now, c’mon Wage
Watchers! Grab your weight-bearing equipment and
let’s streamline! IN-crease! [Workers each lift a moneybag.] OUT-put [Each worker heaves their bag in front of
the worker next to him, so that the bags move along the line
toward the CEO. The worker next to the CEO piles moneybags in front of the CEO.] IN-crease! [Lift] OUT-put
[Pass] IN-crease! [Lift] OUT-put [Pass].

INSTRUCTOR: One! Two! Three! Four!
WORKER #4: Give us a living wage or we’re out the
goddamn door!
INSTRUCTOR: [More frantic.] One! Two! Three! Four!
WORKERS: [All together.] Give us a living wage —or
more!

CEO: [Increase the profit line on “Current Profits” placard.] I’m beefing up our assets for some mergers. Gotta
raise some revenue!

INSTRUCTOR: One! Two! Three! Four!
WORKERS: [All together.] Or we’re out the goddamn
door!

INSTRUCTOR: Okay kids, let’s give those “funds of
steel” back to the company! Let’s transfer those funds
now! In-crease Out-put!

CEO: Hey! What kind of manager are you? You’re Fired!
[Thumbs down.] Downsize!

WORKERS: [Finish delivering money bags and then collapse, crawl back to place.]

INSTRUCTOR: [Shocked, joins workers.]

Fourth Routine: Pull Yourself Up By Your Bootstraps

INSTRUCTOR and WORKERS: [Thumbs up.]
ORGANIZE!

CEO: Hey! You’re letting those workers slouch! Get
going! [Plays golf.]

CEO: [Thumbs down.] Downsize!

INSTRUCTOR: C’mon now! Pull yourself up by your
bootstraps! What’s your problem! No drive? If I could
get here, you can!

INSTRUCTOR and WORKERS: [Thumbs up.]
ORGANIZE!
[Repeat exchange.]

WORKERS: [Pull on shoelaces, all try and fall down
doing so.]

CEO: Downsize! [Grabs moneybags and runs.]

INSTRUCTOR: One! Two! Three! Four!

INSTRUCTOR and WORKERS: [Grab banner of
organization and bow.]
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Living Wage Resources
ACORN National Living Wage Resource Center
739 8th St. SE
Washington, DC 20003
202-547-2500
www.livingwagecampaign.org
www.acorn.org
natacorncam@acorn.org
Publisher of the very comprehensive and highly recommended manual Living Wage Campaigns: An Activist’s
Guide to Building the Movement for Economic Justice.

National Priorities Project
17 New South Street
Northampton, MA 01060
415-584-9556
www.natprior.org
Preamble Center for Public Policy
1737 21st Street NW
Washington, DC 20009
202-265-3263
www.preamble.org

Center on Budget and Policy Priorities
820 First Street NE Suite 510
Washington, DC 20002
202-408-1080
www.cbpp.org
Publish various materials on wages and poverty.

Political Economy Research Institute
Stephanie Luce and Bob Pollin, authors of
The Living Wage
10th Floor Thompson Hall
University of Massachusetts
Amherst, MA 01003-7510
413-545-6355
sluce@econs.umass.edu
pollin@econs.umass.edu

Economic Policy Institute
1660 L Street NW Suite 1200
Washington, DC 20036
202-775-8810
www.epinet.org

United for a Fair Economy
37 Temple Place, 2nd Floor
Boston, MA 02111
617-423-2148
info@FairEconomy.org
FairEconomy.org
ResponsibleWealth.org
RacialWealthDivide.org
EconomiaJusta.org

Good Jobs First
1311 L Street NW
Washington, DC 20005
202-626-3780
goodjobs@ctj.org
Jobs with Justice
501 3rd Street NW
Washington, DC 20001
202-434-1106
www.jwj.org
National Employment Law Project
Organizing and Campaign Liaison
55 John Street 7th floor
NY, NY 10038
212-285-3025
nelp@igc.org
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